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Persona 4 inaba dungeon

10/02/2015 12:00 - Updated 02/10/2015 12:00 pm Taiz Carvalho for TechTudo Persona 4 Golden is a version of Sony's famous laptop RPG, PS Vita. The title puts the player in control of a group of characters who have to investigate a series of supernatural murders and strange fog. Check out this tutorial on how to get the true end game and an additional epilogue of the golden
version. Read the full Persona Q: Shadow of the Labyrinth Persona 4 Golden review: learn how to get the real end and extra epilogue (Photo: Disclosure)Persona 4 Golden has 7 different endings, but only one of them is a real ending. To achieve this, you need to make a number of options in the game, but only from December of the month. Check out the steps below to get a true
limb and exclusive extended version of PS Vita: True Ending on December 23 (12/23) you'll confront Namatame about recent events and have to convince your friends not to kick you into tv. Answer the question in the following order to activate the real limb: 1- Wait a second here... 2- We're missing something. 3- The true feelings of Namatame. 4- Something bothers me. 5- We
lack something... 6- Calm down! Important: Be very careful when answering questions. The answers will determine the end of the game and push it into the TV, which will lead to a Bad Ending. Choose the right options to enter the real end route (Photo: Reproduction/Tais Carvalho)The next step will be December 5 (5/12) when Naoto asks who is really to blame for the killings.
You will only have three chances to answer correctly and you will get a list of virtually all the characters in the game. When question the man who seems the most likely culprit... Adachi Tohru. Tip: Always try to question Namatame's guilt during negotiations and interrogate inaba residents to get clues about the real culprit. This will lead you along the path of truth and increase the
rank of the Court of Arcan. Finding the real culprit, you will get access to a new dungeon called Magatsu Inaba. To achieve a true ending you have to beat two bosses (Adchi and Amano-Sagiri) by the day of December 26 (12/26). Hit the name of the real culprit to achieve a true ending (Photo: Reproduction/Tais Carvalho)The final step for True Ending will take place on March 20
(3/20). This will be the last day of the main character in Inabi. Communicate with all the characters you've created a social connection with, especially with a rating of no more. After meeting everyone last time, go to Foodcord in June and choose a second option back home) and I still have unfinished business to see another scene. Then go to Riverbank in Samegawa Plain and talk
to Dojima and Nanako again. Select I want to talk to you to start a conversation. Then select the second, first and second options respectively. Talk to a gas station employee to release the final dungeon (Photo: Reproduction/Such Oak)Now go to the Velvet Room and talk to Igor to get a kurab view. The next step will be to find a mysterious employee of the gas station. Talk to him
to see another scene and unlock the latest dungeon game. Finally, go back to June and get on TV. Talk to rise to find your way to the last boss of the game. The dungeon is called Yomotsu Hirasaka and the final fight will have two parts. Defeat Isanami and Isanami-no-Okami to achieve a true end to Persona 4 Gold. Epilogue Persona 4 Golden also has an additional epilogue that
accompanies the true end of the game. However, to achieve this goal, you must complete some tasks along with the steps for True Ending. Check out below how to get an epilogue: The first step is to reach 10 rank with Secret Eon. It is presented by Marie's character, exclusive to Persona 4 Golden. You'll find it in front of the velvet room and have to maximize your social link by
the end of December. Save Marie in hollow forest to get the epilogue (Photo: Reproduction/Tais Carvalho)January 2 (2/1) walk into the Velvet Room and talk to Margaret. She will talk about the disappearance of the protagonist Marie. Over the next month, Margaret will appear throughout Wednesday to inform her of the progress of the search for Marie. During your winter trip,
February 12 (02/12), you'll find a new dungeon called Hollow Forest. The next day the protagonist and his team will automatically leave for the location and you will only have one day to save Marie. Beat the ultimate dungeon boss to unlock the epilogue. It is worth remembering that this can only be seen if you are also following the steps to the true end. What is the best RPG
franchise of all time? Opine on techtudo forum! Since its release in 2008, Persona 4 has been a bastion of modern RPGs, solidifying itself in the gaming canon not one but two adaptations of anime, rhythm game, two fighting games (which nicely connect to its predecessor, Persona 3) and a wildly successful following of Persona 5. Fans waited years for the Persona 4 Golden PC
port, an extended reassessment initially for PlayStation Vita with hours of new content not only because many in western markets did not own Vitas, but because of the opportunities the PC version introduced. For the unsusive series, Persona is a spin-off of the popular Shin Megami Series. The pen, built from Shin Megami's fascination with world religions, merging Christian,
Shinto and Greek mythologies with the Jungle. Unlike taking place in a post-apocalyptic Tokyo riff with doomsday cults, Lane face is set in modern Japan and concerns a cast of troubled haysholers who, through mysterious means, access supernatural manifestations of their psyche that take the forms of gods and demons. Starting with Persona 3, the game was a hybrid of
dungeon, turn-based JRPG and life sim - the player has to balance his team's alignment, performing well exams, charming your peers, and tackling urban scooby-doo style legends. Persona 4 was the first game not to take place in a big city. The unnamed protagonist moves to the rural town of Inaba to live with his uncle - a detective - for a year while his parents work abroad.
There he is resorting to a national scandal after a presenter who recently received tabloid attention for her affair with a city MP. She was later found dead at a local Inaba hotel. Soon after, upperclassman turns up dead while other students begin going missing after their appearance on a secret TV channel that only airs at midnight. Persona 4 smoothly adds the killing of mysterious
tropes to the already eclectic conventions of the Persona series, which sets it off as a truly unique experience. Starting with Persona 4, the franchise has been almost inseparable from the discourse surrounding its often conservative writing, despite centering stories of inconsistency and self-purpose. Most importantly, Persona 4 has two characters, Kanji Tatsumi and Naoto
Shirokani, who are seemingly mine with wacky anxieties in small city settings that are ultimately going nowhere. Kanji's homosexuality is inferior to an interesting but warm exploration of masculinity. Naoto, who was originally positioned as a transgender person, brazenly behaved incorrectly—to initiate her romance, you have to tell her: I'm glad you're a girl, and protect her, not
fight alongside her in one of her social connections. Later, you can encourage her to wear women's school uniforms to school, which is noticeably uncomfortable for her. Image via ATLUS Unfortunately, the often controversial portrayal of pen women and queer characters has not improved Persona 5. Because of the outpture of complaints, Atlus changed some scenes in the
western release of Persona 5 Royal, which depicted two gay men sexually harassing Ryuji Sakamoto, one of the central members of the cast of the game. Yu Namba, Royal's senior project manager for Western localization, defeated Gamespot: I really can't do too much about what has already made it into the game. These scenes survived in the Japanese release, so the
localization team had to bypass this scene rather than play it as if two older gay men were wanted to put Ryoji in drag for the first time. An attempt was made, but Ryeji is still portrayed as fearing queer sexuality. Given Queer's huge fanbasy, the PC port presents a rare opportunity to give players the chance to make changes that Atlus is too keen to make themselves. One mod
received considerable attention for resuming the alleged scrapping of romance for party member Yosuke Hanamura, who fans discovered from digging into disused English localization voice lines. Josuke's dating relationship with the protagonist is by far the most popular in the Persona 4 fandom - there are more than 2,000 fan works to mate at the Archives of our own split
between multiple tags. Right now I have a rank of 10 done except for audio, Rank 6 is decently finished, and the WIP Christmas Eve event, which is wonky because animation pairs find it hard to figure out, fashion creator MadMax1960 told me via DM. I plan to do more storymods, they told me, referring to cringe-inducing requirements to reach Naoto's Christmas scene. Further
down the line, I plan to make/expand social connections and cutscenes with more dialogue. One look at the P4G page on modding site Game Banana gives more than a hundred mods, with several being edited and added every day. Many are very minor changes- one of my favourites replaces the city's overall theme song Morioh Radio with the fourth part of Jojo's bizarre
adventure, of which Persona 4 shares (suspiciously yes) numerous similarities. Others are purely humorous, such as replacing each model with Adachi or changing all fonts to Comic Sans. Images through ATLUS Game are more accessible, and actually quite easy to fashion when you get into it, MadMax told me. Just a couple of days after P4G went live on Steam, they published
a Beginner's Guide to Trending Games and Using Modloader TGE. I think it's nice my mods have got attention, but I still basically just do guides to help people and figure out small things that I think are interesting. TGE is the main guy who has developed tools for Persona modding over the past few years. There is some havoc for the process, especially given how niche modding
JRPGs are in relation to Western RPGs such as Skyrim and Dragon Age, which collectively have a couple of billion downloads from Nexus Mods. This is now my favorite and most recommended fashion,' they said, referring to the fashion they introduced a few hours after our conversation. The description simply says : You need to switch to beta for it to work, which means that it
will crash on the basis of the game. While Yosuke's mod may be in its early stages, it gestures to the lively fan community viewing the alienating elements of your favorite games. This practice has been alive and well since the 90s, especially in fix it fanfiction and doujinshi communities, but with many JRPGs on PC for the first time, fans can fuse games and return them in personal
ways without having to rely on corporations to get humiliated. (Here's hoping kanji romance mods follow.) At the moment I'm excited to explore P4G mainly in the original format. I never owned Vita, so I never got to feel attacked by scooters, gardening from Nanako, social connection of Diachi and many other additions. One mod I could recommend for any player, especially those
played only by Persona 5, are inactive members of the XP fashion party. It even comes with scale, so you can fine-tune how much XP inactive party members get. This will save hours grinding and is a decent quality of life improvement that could probably have been in P4G for a start. Fashion or not, P4G for PC is persona 4's ultimate experience and it's worth exploring whether
it's your 10th game veer or your first. The 85 best movies on Netflix right now (January 2021) Our handy, great guide is updated weekly with an all-new election. About author Austin Jones (6 articles published) More from Austin Jones
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